Developing a Mobile Health Application to Communicate Adverse Drug Reactions – Preconditions, Assessment of Possible Functionalities and Barriers for Patients and Their General Practitioners
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Purpose: Mobile health (mHealth) applications offer structured and timely communication between patients and general practitioners (GPs) about adverse drug reactions (ADR). Preconditions, functionalities and barriers should be studied to ensure safe implementation.

Methods: We performed a cross-sectional questionnaire survey addressing (i) preconditions, (ii) users’ assessment of functionalities and (iii) barriers to mHealth managing ADR communication.

Results: A total of 480 patients and 31 GPs completed the survey. (i) A total of 269 (56%) patients and 13 (42%) GPs were willing to use mHealth for ADR communication. Willingness was negatively correlated with age for both patients (r = −0.231; p < 0.001) and GPs (r = −0.558; p = 0.002). (ii) Most useful functionalities mentioned by patients (>60%) included “Rapid feedback on urgency of face-to-face consultations.” GPs valued information on “Patient’s difficulties in medication administration.” (iii) In free-text answers, the barrier reported most frequently by patients was “preferred personal GP contact” (6%), whereas GPs claimed, “uncomplicated use with low expenditure of time and personnel” (19%).

Conclusion: Older patients and GPs mainly show reservations about mHealth for ADR communication but recognize possible benefits. mHealth implementation should avoid a negative effect on GPs’ time budgets; the primary goal should not be to reduce the number of GP-patient contacts but to optimize them.
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Introduction

Adverse drug reactions (ADR) can endanger patient safety and lead to hospital admission or even death.1–3 Less harmful but disturbing ADRs potentially result in non-adherence: by not taking the drug as prescribed, the patient is potentially harmed due to a lack of effect.4,5 Especially after medication changes, observed ADRs should be reported immediately to the GP, not delayed until the next routine consultation. Mobile health (mHealth) applications offer new opportunities for direct communication from patient to GP and vice versa. They enable structured reports of relevant ADRs to the GPs, who, if necessary, can take measures such as initiating a personal medical consultation. In cases where the observed ADR is not critical, prompt GP feedback could prevent patient anxiety and support adherence. Advantages for the GPs are
receiving structured information about the ADR, which can support their clinical risk assessment. In rural areas with limited medical care or when appointments are scarce, mHealth applications could enable a low-threshold exchange with the attending GP. However, many mHealth applications do not yet contain such structured information on individual patients’ ADRs.6 mHealth applications for ADR communication addressing patients have focused mainly on pharmacovigilance by supplementing the ADR reports from medical professions to national medical authorities.7–9 Such solutions are not yet tailored to an individual patient’s case and do not enable the assessment of causality. Despite possible positive effects, mHealth applications can cause harm.10,11 To reduce the risk of harm to the patients, future users, ie, patients and GPs, should be involved early in the conceptual process to provide a solid basis for interdisciplinary discussion.12,13 For this reason, we evaluated preconditions for using those technologies, users’ assessment of possible functionalities, and barriers to implementation.

Materials and Methods

Study Design
We conducted a cross-sectional questionnaire study with patients and their GPs to assess their opinions of preconditions, possible functionalities and barriers concerning an mHealth application to communicate adverse drug reactions.

Development of Questionnaires for Patients and GPs
An expert panel formed of GPs, pharmacists, and IT scientists with the additional involvement of a psychologist and a communication and media scientist developed two questionnaires (one for patients, one for GPs). The questionnaires addressed (i) preconditions, which represent the basic requirements such as usage of mobile electronic devices by patients, general necessity and willingness to use an mHealth application for ADR communication. (ii) The users (patients and GPs) were asked how useful they perceive the possible concrete functionalities to be for the content and procedural implementation of mHealth applications for ADR communication. The expert panel had compiled the functionalities according to the guiding questions, what might be necessary for a reasonable evaluation of an ADR report, should queries about ADR be totally standardized or customizable, how frequently should they take place, and how should feedback be provided. Finally, (iii) users were asked about the barriers they see to a smooth implementation. Answer options (closed questions) were rated on Likert scales or as categorical items for sections i and ii. Free text answers (open questions) addressing barriers (iii) were summarized in superordinate (Appendix 1).

Pretest
The questionnaires were pretested for comprehensibility using test persons independent from the main study. Each pretest step was followed by a revision of the questionnaires. The pretest of the patient’s questionnaire included cognitive pretests with pharmacists (n=2) and medical laypersons (n=4), an item accuracy revision by computer scientists (n=2), standard observation pretests with medical laypersons (n=7) and finally, a pilot in a general practice with medical laypersons (n=8). Pretesting of the GP’s questionnaire included a cognitive pretest with (n=3) pharmacists and standard observation pretesting with (n=2) GPs and (n=1) pharmacist. As a consequence of the pretesting, questionnaires were refined, particularly regarding the wording. Focusing on data analysis, a filter question was introduced into the patient questionnaire prior to part ii because the pretest revealed a lack of understanding of the term “app” (Appendix 1). This understanding was necessary to obtain answers relevant to the evaluation.

Study Sampling
We first chose a random sample of 50 practices from the publicly accessible register of the Association of Statutory Health Insurance Physicians Saxony; these were contacted via telephone by a GP (IN). Due to the low positive response, we extended the recruitment to the 122 teaching general practices of Leipzig University and a local network of GPs and specialists. The general practices were contacted consecutively until the 20 practices were recruited in Leipzig, Germany and surrounding areas. The participating general practices provide ambulatory care for patients across age and gender or specialty boundaries. Some are joint practices that employ more than one GP. We expected about 40 to 50 patients to visit
each general practice per study day, generating 800 to 1000 eligible patients. Data collection took place from October 9, 2018 to March 8, 2019. One day of data collection was scheduled per general practice during consultation hours.

Participants
On the study day, all patients who visited the general practice were consecutively invited to participate in the survey. Inclusion criteria were either age over 18 years and fully contractually capable or children and adolescents with written informed consent from their legal guardians. Furthermore, sufficient knowledge of the German language was required to perform the survey. Exclusion criteria were missing written informed consent from the patient or the legal guardian or lack of fulfilment of the other inclusion criteria. In addition, every GP working in the general practice on the study day was also invited to participate. There were no exclusion criteria for GPs.

Data Collection and Analysis
On the study day, two or three study assistants (advanced pharmacy students, 4th year) recruited the patients and GPs in the general practices. Before data collection, the study assistants were instructed about relevant background information, the questionnaire and the organizational procedure. A checklist ensured standardized data collection. To ensure standardization of the study, the study assistants received a list with standardized responses and definitions for anticipated frequent patient questions. Data collection was piloted for 4 hours in a general practice. Pilot data were not included in the main study. The paper-based questionnaires were electronically scanned and converted into the data analysis form using FormPro3 (OCR system, Leipzig, Germany).

A basic understanding was required for the utility assessment of concrete functionalities. We therefore introduced a filter question (“Can you imagine anything under the term ‘app’?”) and included only participants who responded affirmatively in the evaluation of this part (ii).

Statistics
We performed a Spearman correlation to assess associations between the respondents’ age and the use of mobile electronic devices (only patients), and the willingness to use an mHealth technology for ADR communication (patients and GPs). The threshold for statistical significance was set at $P < 0.05$.

Ethics
The Ethics Committee of the Medical Faculty of Leipzig University and the Saxony Chamber of Physicians (325/18 ek; EK BR 68/18 1/281,062) approved this study. This study conforms to the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki. All patients participated voluntarily, and written informed consent was obtained from all patients prior to inclusion. Patients could withdraw from participation at any time without giving any reason.

Results
Characteristics
Of the 144 contacted general practices, 20 (14%) agreed to participate. A total of 480 of their patients and 31 GPs (1–3 per general practice) were enrolled in the survey (Figure 1, Table 1).

(i) Preconditions
Patients
Of the patients, 375 (78% of 480) stated they owned a mobile electronic device and 340 (71%) carried it with them. Younger patients were more likely to have a mobile electronic device with them ($r = -0.430$, weak correlation; $p < 0.001$). A total of 269 (56%) of the patients would be willing to use an mHealth application for ADR communication. The willingness to use such an mHealth application was negatively correlated with the patients’ age ($r = -0.231$, weak correlation; $p < 0.001$).
Of the participating GPs, 13 (42%) expressed their willingness to use such an mHealth technology. The willingness to use such an mHealth application was negatively correlated with the GPs’ age ($r=-0.558$, moderate correlation; $p=0.002$, Figure 2A and B).

(ii) Users’ Assessment of Possible Functionalities

Patients

Out of 480 patients, 378 were familiar with the term “app” and were, therefore, included in the evaluation of part (ii). The three functionalities rated most useful for the realization of an mHealth application for ADR communication were (positive affirmation by more than 60% of the patients, respectively): “Rapid feedback on urgency of face-to-face consultations” “Report of ADR to GP by the patient at any time” and “Parameters measured by the patient” (Figure 3). Eighty-seven of the patients (23%) preferred a standardized ADR communication “selected from a prepared medication specific list” (Table 2). One hundred eighty-one out of 378 (48%) patients rejected a totally automatic “IT-supported query for specific ADRs at a specific time.”

General Practitioners (GPs)

The three functionalities rated most useful by the GPs were (positive affirmation by more than 60%, respectively): “Patient’s difficulties in medication administration” “Patient’s deviations from GPs advice” and “Parameters measured by patient.” Of the 31 GPs, 12 (39%) preferred a standardized ADR communication “Selected from a prepared medication specific list” (Table 3). Twenty-one out of 31 (68%) GPs rejected a totally automatic “IT-supported query for specific ADRs at a specific time.” Eighteen (58%) GPs rated “Visualization of urgency (eg, traffic scheme)” to be useful (Figure 3).

Eighteen GPs (58%) considered it as a limitation if the “Report of ADRs needed to be opened via a link in the email inbox”; 20 GPs (65%), if the “Report of ADRs needed to be opened via an additional password entry.”
(iii) Barriers

Patients

The barrier reported most frequently by 31 out of 480 (6%) patients in free-text answers was “preferred personal GP contact.” Other concerns were related to “data privacy” (12; 3%) and “lack of technical affinity” (11; 2%). The additional requirement reported most frequently by patients was “easy handling” (20; 4%; Table 4).

General Practitioner (GP)

The additional requirement reported most frequently by GPs was “uncomplicated use with low expenditure of time and personnel” (6; 19%; Table 4).

Discussion

The decision to start therapies or change medication in outpatient care represents a critical time frame due to the challenges of ADR monitoring and communication. mHealth applications offer new options to reduce communication gaps. We therefore queried patients and GPs’ about their willingness to use such applications, how they rate possible functionalities and what barriers to implementation they perceive to facilitate a user-oriented conceptual design. We found in this study of a total of 480 patients and their 31 GPs that 56% of patients and 42% of GPs were willing to use mHealth for ADR communication. Both patients and GPs were more likely to use such technologies at younger ages. Patients saw a particular advantage of mHealth technologies in the rapid feedback on the urgency of face-to-face consultation. GPs especially considered supporting information on the patient’s difficulties with medication administration to be useful in assessing potential ADRs. Patients perceived preventing personal GP contact as a particular barrier to mHealth implementation. GPs especially feared an increase in time and personnel requirements.
Figure 2 (A) Patients’ willingness to use an mHealth application for ADR communication, depending on their age. Question to patient: “Would you use an app as described to report ADRs to your GP?” Values refer to the relative number of patients answering yes (dark grey), rather yes (light grey), rather no (light grey-hatched), no (dark grey-hatched); answers not specified or not classifiable (black). n=41 patients did not specify age and, therefore, are not represented in the Figure. (B) GPs’ willingness to use an mHealth application for ADR communication, depending on their age. Question to GP: “Would you use a software as described?” Values refer to the relative number of GPs answering yes (dark grey), rather yes (light grey), rather no (light grey-hatched), no (dark grey-hatched); answers not specified or not classifiable (black). n=1 GP did not specify age and, therefore, is not represented in the Figure. The remaining age groups compared to (A) result with n=0 each.

Figure 3 Question to GP: “How useful do you rate the support of the mHealth technology in managing ADRs in your patients … [with the following concrete possible functionalities]”. Questions to patient: “In what cases would you rate the app as useful?” Alternative questions, concerning functionalities patients might have trouble with to assess its “usefulness” due to the pretest: “Would you be willing to use the app to …?”. The difficulties to rate “usefulness” are related to the layperson’s limited ability to recognize the relevance of the information in relation to the evaluation of the ADR and its causality. Patients were asked about their willingness to supply the information.
Our survey confirms the need for more effective ADR communication, with almost one-third of the patients reporting they had previously felt insecure about a newly prescribed medication. However, unsettling the patients due to careless queries about ADRs and over-alerting of the GP by electronic systems should be avoided.

14, 15 To ask about ADRs – even when they did not actually occur for the individual patient – bears the risk of nocebo effects. 16 This concern of “an enhanced risk of nocebo effect” was also mentioned by patients in our survey as a barrier to using mHealth. Therefore, a consideration of risk versus benefit based on the frequency and severity of possible ADRs should be included. In addition, patient-understandable language should be used for queries transmitted via app to the patient.

If the queries are tailored to a superordinate group of medicines having heterogenous properties instead of precisely to the patient’s medication due to a lack of appropriate databases, patients run the risk of being asked about ADRs that do not even apply to them. Individualized adjustments by the GP could address this problem. Standardization should be carefully weighed against individualization options as well as individualization necessities.

Implementation of mHealth applications can be achieved only for patients who carry a mobile electronic device with them. This precondition was given to our participants, but our results support that this is especially the case at younger ages. 12, 17, 18 However, handling errors could impair the safe use of such mHealth applications. “Lack of technical affinity” and “Easy handling” were frequently mentioned by patients as barriers and further requirements, respectively, underlining the need for tailored digital training. The application should enable clear and unambiguous handling procedures and should be supplemented with tutorials.

Patients’ Perspectives
mHealth applications could optimize the communication between patient and GP in two ways: First, as structured information on ADRs, including supplementary aspects for the assessment from the patient to the GP. Second, therapy
consequences depending on urgency can be communicated from the GP to the patient, eg, scheduling an appointment. “Personal GP contact” is still preferred by many of the patients. It should, therefore, be clarified that such mHealth applications are not primarily about replacing GP’s consultations but about optimizing their structure for higher efficiency in healthcare in general, and in particular related to the individual patient’s pharmacotherapy, because a structured report on ADRs facilitates their assessment by the GP.\textsuperscript{19} Our findings also underline the need to prioritize and visualize the most important information for the GP.\textsuperscript{20} The patients in our survey confirmed the priority request for fast feedback on their ADR reports.\textsuperscript{7,21} This result emphasizes that such mHealth applications need to guarantee that the patients receive fast feedback to avoid deceptive feelings of security because of an information transfer delay. In this context, it is not surprising that about one-third of the participating patients doubt the benefit of mHealth applications on ADR communications or are unwilling to provide the corresponding information. Implementation should therefore be accompanied by well-founded information and education.

### GPs’ Perspective

None of the proposed functionalities seem completely superfluous to the participating GPs, and none absolutely necessary. However, our results indicate that GPs particularly appreciate information on medication administration supplementary to the ADR report, as “Patient’s difficulties in medication administration” and “Patient’s deviation from GP’s advice” were judged to be the most useful information supporting causality assessment delivered by the mHealth application. The lack of communication about adherence could explain this.\textsuperscript{22} In contrast to already implemented mHealth applications that focus mainly on adherence,\textsuperscript{12,23,24} we considered adherence as one supplementary piece of information allowing the GP to properly assess the occurrence of an ADR due to overdosing or missed doses.

“Uncomplicated use with low expenditure of time and personnel” was the most frequently mentioned further requirement by GPs. GPs are skeptical about the expenses of integrating such applications in their routine, eg, due to

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions to the GP</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In your opinion, in which situations does it make sense to ask patients ADRs?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When new therapies are started</td>
<td>15 (48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When therapies are changed</td>
<td>15 (48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For nursing home patients/in home care</td>
<td>11 (35%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When it’s difficult for the patient to reach the general practice</td>
<td>10 (32%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When certain drugs have been prescribed</td>
<td>8 (26%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In long term therapy</td>
<td>6 (19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Does not make sense in any situation</td>
<td>8 (26%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Should the patient select ADRs from a prepared medication-specific list or describe them in his own words when reporting ADRs via app? |
|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-------|
| Select from a prepared drug specific list                                                                                      | 12 (39%) |
| Described in own words                                                                                                        | 9 (29%) |
| Both options                                                                                                                   | 6 (19%) |
| Not specified or not classifiable                                                                                              | 4 (13%) |

| How should reports of ADRs be transferred from patient to GP? (multiple answers possible) |
|------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------|-------|
| Prioritized by urgency                                                                    | 18 (58%) |
| Bundled once a day at a freely selectable time                                           | 13 (42%) |
| Individually, immediately after the patient entered the information                      | 5 (16%) |
| Bundled when a certain number of side effects reports is reached                         | 2 (6%)  |
| Others (individual contact)                                                             | 2 (6%)  |

**Abbreviation:** ADR, adverse drug reaction.
Table 4 Barriers to Use mHealth Technology in ADR Communication and Future Challenges. Answers to Open Question Were Categorized; Answers Mentioned Only Once are Subsumed in “Others”; Number of Responses in % Based on the Number of Participating Patients (n=480) and General Practitioners (GPs; n=31)

| Barriers to a ADRs mHealth technology (patients, “What are reasons against using an app – as described – to report ADRs of your medication to your GP?”) | npatient with free text entry (%)
|---|---|
| Personal GP contact preferred | 31 (6%)
| Data privacy concerns | 12 (3%)
| Lack of technical affinity | 11 (2%)
| No necessity | 7 (1%)
| Doubts about practicability | 5 (1%)
| Too much effort | 4 (1%)
| Enhanced risk of nocebo effect | 2 (<1%)
| Others (Security concerns, Too much attention on the disease) | 2 (<1%)
| Unspecified | 4 (1%)

| Future challenges for a ADRs mHealth technology (patients, “What else would be important to you in such an app?”) | npatient with free text entry (%)
|---|---|
| Easy handling | 20 (4%)
| Provision of drug-related information | 16 (3%)
| Communication with GP | 15 (3%)
| Drug-drug interaction check | 14 (3%)
| Data protection | 11 (2%)
| Adherence support | 11 (2%)
| Information on other drugs with the same ingredient and alternative therapy options | 7 (1%)
| Monitoring of specific parameters and effectiveness | 6 (1%)
| Other supplementary functions (digital organ donor card, fitness check, list of specialists, reading of customers rating) | 4 (1%)
| Comprehensibility | 3 (1%)
| Emergency pass function | 2 (<1%)
| Others (actuality, free use, limitation to therapy change, low battery drain) | 4 (1%)
| Unspecified | 5 (1%)

| Future challenges for an ADR mHealth technology (GPs, “What further requirements would you place on such a software in order that it can be integrated into your everyday practice and support you in the therapy of your patients?”) | nGP with free text entry (%)
|---|---|
| Uncomplicated use with low expenditure of time and personnel | 6 (19%)
| Integration into office software | 5 (16%)
| Customized to requirements | 2 (6%)
| Necessity | 2 (6%)
| Security | 2 (6%)
| Others (data protection, lay comprehensibility, limitation to rarely used drugs, ongoing maintenance, availability of mobile electronic device) | 5 (16%)
| Unspecified | 1 (3%)
additional password entries meant to ensure data protection. On the one hand, this demonstrates the need for simplification by limited process steps and the best possible integration in office software and routine procedures. But on the other hand, it must not be at the expense of data protection; this is demonstrated by the concerns regarding data protection raised by both patients and GPs in our study. These findings propose that IT developers focusing on the theoretical aspects of digital feasibility and GPs observing the practical, real-life aspects should intensify their collaboration during the conceptual design process of such digital solutions and integrate the patient perspective.

Limitations
This study has the following limitations: General practices were predominantly located in urban areas. Transferability to rural areas is not guaranteed but should be examined within subsequent studies, as appropriate digitalization measures can be of particular value in structurally backward areas due to limited personnel resources. Because of the small number of GPs interviewed, findings in this user group ought to be interpreted with caution. In addition, we conducted the survey mainly with GPs involved in medical training who had a lower age and an expected higher level of interest concerning such projects. A GP’s support or refusal of technical applications may have been communicated to the patients and influenced them. Patients, however, were surveyed prior to their respective visits to the GPs. We included patients of all ages, although a tendency towards a higher willingness to participate among younger patients cannot be ignored. However, they will be the future target group as well.

Conclusion
About half of patients and GPs showed a moderate acceptance of mHealth applications in ADR communication. Younger patients and GPs are particularly open-minded to such technologies. Our results suggest that the greatest challenge in developing such mHealth applications is finding balanced approaches between standardization and individualization and between simplicity of use and data protection. Time aspects concerning GPs’ time budget and personal contact are essential for the successful implementation of such technologies. To utilize the mHealth applications’ potential contribution to patient safety, user skepticism and barriers should be managed in further developments.

Abbreviations
GP, general practitioner; mHealth, mobile health; ADR, adverse drug reaction.
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